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ABSTRACT 1 01 9 9
EC 01 0199 FD 018 028
Publ. Date 67 70p.
Barnard, James W.; Orlando, Robert
Relvvior Modification -a Bibliogra-
phy.
nstiute Mem. Retard. And Int. Dev.,

Nashville, Tenn.
EDRS mf,hc

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
learning; behavior; bibliographies;
havioral sciences; methods, learning
theories; behavior change

Intended for persons having direct re-
sponsibil'ty for behavior management in
educationa, ..nd clinical settings, the
bibliography lists 506 entries on belay-
ior modification. Each item listed des-
crides or illustrates specific methods of
bvzhavior modification and is conceived
within some leal,is: framework theory.
Arranged alphabetically by author, en-
tries date from 1928 to 1967, with
several still ia press at the time the
bibliography was compiled. Most, how-
ever, arc work of the 1960 s. This
document is Volume IV, Number 3, of
the Institute on Mental Retardation and
Intellectual Development Papers. (TS)

ABSTRACT I 0 567
EC 01 0567 ED 022 28G
Publ. Dale May 67 i 18p.
Walker, M.; Nfattson, Robert H.
Identification and Treatment of So-
elal-Emotional d'ioblems. Int -rim Re-
port.
Oregon University, Eugene, College Of
Educar ion
Office Of Education (DREW), Washing-
ton, D.C., Bureau Of Research
EDRS mf,hc
0EG-4-6-06 / 308-0571
BR 6.1308

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
emotionally disturbed; identification;
behavior; teaching methods; screening
tests; behavior rating scales; behavior
patterns; pc ntive reinforcement; learn-
ing theories; reinforcement; behavior
c..ange; observation; chck lists; test
reliability; test validity; test construction

lbree assessment instruments for dis-
turbed children were developed: a 50-
item behavior checklist which func-
tioned as a screening device; a 12a. ;tcm
behavior rating scale which irovided
frequency measures on indices of the
teacher's reaction and response to exhib-
ited behaviors; and a behaviocal observ-
ation form which recorded task-oriented
behavior in 10-second intervals for 10-
minute periods. The checklist had a
split-half reliability of r dLerimi-
nated between disturbed an I
turbed children (p equals .001). The
rating acafe reflected treatment differ-
ences which were known to exist (p
equals .01), ind had an average inter-ra-

ABSTRACTS

ter reliability of .935 for three judges on
the behavior of six subjects. Agreement
measures between independent observ-
ers using the ohservaticn form were .90
and alN ,e. A treatment model based
upon learning theory was developed to
modify the behavior of disturbed child-
ren it an educational setting. Various
response reinforcement contingencies
and reinforcers were used with ll dis-
turbed boys in grades 4,5, and 6 and
produced measureable change by reduc-
ing deviant behavior and increasing
time spent engaged in task-orientated
behavior. It was not possible to deter-
mine which treatment variaoles pro-
duced a given amount of behavior
change. The checklist, rating scale, and a
classification form are appended.
(AuthorfSN)

ABSTRACT I 070 5
EC 01 0705 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Apr 67 6p.
hiatin, Garry L.; Powers, Pichard B.
Attention Sport; An Operant Condi.
firming Analysts.
Manitoba University, Winnipeg, St.
Paul's College;
Eastern Washington State College, Che-
ney
EL-RS not ave. ilable
Except:onal Children; V33 N8 P565.70
Apr 1967

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
behavior; learning disabilities; rein-
forcenient; attention span; operant con-
ditioning; verbal operant conditioning;
attention minimally brain in-
jured; mentally handicapped; research
reviews ( publ ications)

A discussion of short ar.ention span,
which is often considered an unchanging
characteristic, focuses on an operant
conditioning analysis of attention span
which suggests an alternative view. In a
previously reported experiment involv-
ing lever pressing by retarded children
and fixed schedule reinforcement, the
stable pattern of responding was re-
co .ered after temporary description un-
der three test conditions. This experi-
ment and other research involving atten-
tion span are discussed. Research resl
support the view that short attention
span can be lengthened b, using reinfor-
cers (rewarding events) to influence at-
tending behavior and allowing incom-
patible behavior to go unreinforced.
Implications are that operant condition-
ing provides teachers with a tool to
increase length of attention span and to

control behavior. (513)

ABSTRACT 10805
EC 01 0805 ED 025 084
Publ. Date Apr 67 403p.
Krasner, Leonard, Ed.; Ullmann, Leon-
ard P., Ed.
Research / Behavior Modification;

ECO 32367

New Developrnema and Implications.
EDRS not available
Holt, Rinehart And Winston, Inc.,
Madison Avenue, New Y..trk, New York
10017 1$10.50).

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
behavior; reinforcement; speech; psy-
chotherapy; behavior patterns; patliolo-
gy; behavior change; socially 'Deviant
..ehavior; verbal operant conditioning;
behavioral Kience research; hypnosis;
medical case histories; computers; stut-
tering; social values; speech therapy

Fifteen articles by different authors dis-
cuss behavior modification in tems o'
research, training, and social applica
tion. Topics considered include the clas-
sification of behavioral pathology, the
extension of learning principles to hu-
man behavior, studies of normal and
deviant child behavior, operant condi-
tioaing of two speech-deficient boys,
stuttering and fluency as manlpulatable
operant response classes, studies of in-
terview speech behavior, verbal cordi-
ticni tg and psychetherr py, and the hu-
man reinforcer in verbal behavior re-
search. Also providd are articles on
vicarious human reinforcements, tie
reinforcement of indivitlaal actiorn in a
group situation, attemp.ed behavior ma-
nipulation in a psychiatric ward, design-
ing neurotic computers, and modeling
procedures and hypnosis as modification
techniques. An introduction to research,
a summary, and implications are provid-
ed. IJD)

ABSTRACT 14132
EC Of 0832 ED 025 891
Publ. Date 13 Sep 68 41p.
MacCubrey, Mary Katherine
Verbal Operant Conditioning of
Young Mongoloid Children. Fi lad Re
port.
Saint Anne's School, Arlington Heights,
Massachusetts
Office Of Education IDHEW), Washing-
ton, D.C., Bureau Of Research
EDRS mf,hc
0EG-0-8-084018-446'4032)
BR-8-4038

Descriptors: exceptional child :eseerch;
mentally handicapped. verbal develop-
ment; bel.avior; operant con liticning;
case records; trainable mentally handi-
capped; mongolism; institutionalized
(persons); verbal ability; language skills;
group instruction; verbal operan cundi-
tioning; measurement instruments; rein-
forcement; behavior change; langvage
usage; teaching methods; speech :kills

Operant conditioning techniques were
used to modify verbal behavior in 18
institutionalized, trainable mentally
handicapped mongoloids with chronol-
ogical ages from 4-6 to 7-10 and mental
ages from 2.0 to 2.10. Two instruments
were cor.structed to evaluate language: a
language i'st and r ruing scale.



Project leaders had no prior knowledge
of the language test. The six children in
group I received five 15- to 40-minute
group conditioning sessions daily. Shap-
ing was used to condition object and
picture naming, descriptions of action
pictures in word combinations, and dis-
crimination of colors and polar oppos-
ites. Operant procedures were used to
lengthen attention span and increase
verbal production. The six children in
group 2 Fpe:it 7 weeks in the enriched
experimental environment, but received
no conditioning; the six in group 3

remained in the institution Five of six
memb Is of group I significantly in-
creased their scores on the Stanford-Bi-
ritt posttest; one from group 2 and none
from group 3 increased significantly. On
the speech rating scale, group 1 showed
significantly greater imp-ovemcnt thm
group 2. Major cin.nges were observed
in tb: social behavior of the 12 subjects
who resided in the research facility.
(AuthoriE P)

ABSTRACT 11021
01 102i ED N.A.

Publ. Date Feb 67 4p.
White, James C., Jr.; Taylor, Donna J.
Noxious Conditioning As a Treatment
for Rumination.
Western Carolina Center, Murg.nton,
lorsrth Carolina
EDRS not r vailable
Mental Retardation; V5 NI P30-3 Feb
1967

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
mentally handicapped; behavior; rein-
forcemei.t; operant conditioning;
cal development; eiectrical stimuli; be-
havior change; institutionalized (per-
sons); ustodial niente.y handicapped;
negative reinforcement

'Tv.o severely mentally retardcd. nor.-
communicative ruminators, a 23-year
old female and a 14-year-old male, were
administered electric shock as a conse-

ticc for ruminating gestures. The
fen ale was involved in the study for 30
days white the mete was fully or partal-
ly involved ror 2 112 months. The sho:k
was a diwacting device which interfered
with the ruminating syndrome. Howev-
er, the reduction in rumination ova

extremely variable from day to Jay. Nc
functional relationship between shock
and rumination was reported, as extra-
neous environmental factors oleo served
to distract. At terminatict of the treat-
ment, the female showed a 15% weight
increase over her previous 45 pounds, a
reduction in &kinetic seizures, and an
increase in liquid intake. The male
subject showed a small weight gain,
counteracting a 31 pound loss over
several preceding months. (IL)

ABSTRACT 11107
EC 01 1107 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Jun 66 68p.
Hating, North G.; Whelan, Richard 3.
The Learning Environment:
tionship to Behavior Modification and
Implications for Special Education.
The University of Kansas S) mposium.
Kansas University, Levi rence, School Of

Education
Office Of Educe lion IL EW), Washing-
ton, 0, C.
EDRS not available
Kansas Studies In Education; VI6 N2
Jun 1966

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
mentally handicapped; achievement; be-
havior change.; experimental programs;
educable mentally handicapped; arith-
metic; reading; academic achievernent;
reinforcement; clusroom design; lan-
guage arts; handwriting; classroom ar-
rangement; behavior problems; indivi-
dualized instruction; classroom environ-
mem; educational facilities

In the second year of a 4-year project, 17
mentally handicapped children, eight of
whom were carry overs from the first
year, participated in an experimeitsl
classroom. Their chronological ages
ranged from 7-10 to 13-8, mental ages
from 4-2 to 8.11, and 1Q's from 50 to 72;
their reading achievement scores ranged
from 0 to 1.6 grade (mean .3), arithmetic
e..,-..ores from 0 to 1.8 (mean .5). Former
teachers describ:d their classroom be-
havior as marked by refusal to study or
follow instructions, by tantrums, pout-
ing, or poor at..ention. A classroom-lab-
oratory which held from fiN: to seven
students at a time was designed with
three study carets, two work and three
writing tables, six desks, a quiet room,
an observation room, and a waiting
room. All students received individual-
izted instruction and had their time in
the classroom increased as they learned
to work productively. Reinforcement
and programs following programed in-
structk.en principles were given. Tests at
the end of the year indicated gains in
reading skills (range 0 to 1.3, median .6
grade) and arithmetic (range .3 to 1.4,
median .8). All could work productively
alone for an hour cr nore and could
engage in appropriate school conduct.
Additional findings and implications are
presented. (3 D)

ABSTRACT 11184
EC 01 1184 ED 027 67i
Publ. Date 10 Jan 69
Woody, Robert H.
Behavioral Problem Children In the
Schools; Recognition, Diagnorie, and
Behaioral Modification,
EDRS not available
Appleton-Centno-Crofts, 440 Park Av-
enue South, New York, New York
10016 (55.00).

Descriptors: exceptional child educa-
tion; behavior; behavior change; etiolo-
sy; behavior problems; identification;
counselors; psychologists; administrator
role; counseling; psychotherapy; clinical
diagnosis; psychoeducational processes;
inservice education; standards; rein-
forcement; teacher role; positive rein-
forcement; negative reinforcement

Directed primarily to classroom teach-
ers, school counselors, and scnoot pay -
chologists, the book considers the psy-
chology of behavioral protiem children
and ways of coping with their behavior.
Aspects of recognition 5.nd diagnosis

discussed are the school and the behav-
ioral problem child, causes and charac-
teristics of t ehavior problems, detection
and referral, and psychoeducational di-
agnosis. Behavioral modification is de-
scribed in terms of influencing and mo-
difying behavior, types of behavior mod-
ification, general and specialized behav-
ioral modification techniques, and im-
plementing behavioral modification in
the schools. Reference lists are provided
throughout the text. (LE)

ABSTRACT 11202
EC 01 1202 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Apr 66 7p.
Quay, Herbert C. And Others
remediation of the Conduct Problem
Child in the Special Class Setting.
EDRS not available
Exceptional Children; '132 N8 P509-15
Apr 1966

Descriptors: exceptional child educa-
tion; behavior; emotionally disturbed;
teachirr methods; educational rt....:ds;
special classes; problem children; behav-
ior change; remedial instruction; mdi-
vidual characteristics; teaching tech-
niques; behavior problems; socially de-
viant behavior; aggression; anti social
behavior; reinforcement; public schools;
skill development; professional person-
nel

The rrinciples aid assumptions de-
scribed are those which underlie an
experimental special class for conduct
problem children which has been devel-
oped cooperatively by an interdiscipli-
nary University of Illinois research cen-
ter and the Urbana Public Schools. A
conceptualization o the nature of the
children's behavior disorders is offered,
and some principles of behavi, modifi-
cation and remediation of academic de-
ficiencies are discussed. Some particular
characteristics of the conduc; problem
child relevant to the education process
are outlined. Empirical attempts at
training visual orientation to the teacher
in a group setting, individualized reme-
diation of retardation in basic academic
skills, and teaching social skills are
des-ribed. Also considered are factors
rel. vent to remediational efforts within
the public school setting, including the
problem of group versus individual tech-
niques, the role of mental health profes-
sionals, the place of other than class-
room treatment, the goals of the special
class, 5. ad the utilization in the regular
class of techniques developed in the
special class. A bibliography lists 17

items. (3W)

ABSTRACT 11257
EC 01 1257 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Jun 69 4p.
I vela}, Leif; Buell, Joan
Parent CelscatIon In Managing Re-
larded Chileren with Behavior Defi-
rite and Inappropriate Behaviors.
Oregon University Medical School,
Portia! .1,C rippled Children's Division
EDRS not available
Mental Retardation; V7 N3 P10-3 Jun
1969
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Descriptors: exceptional child educa-
tion; mentally handicapped; parent edu-
cation; behavior problems; home visits;
parent participation; clinical diagnosis;
reinforcement; behavior change

This article describes behavioral pro-
gram in which par-nts are taught to
provide a special environment for their
handicapped children. In each case goals
are individualized to tit the problems
and needs of the child and family. The
parent is first encouraged to identify
goats. These may include eliminating
Inappropriate behavior. and/or develop-
ing skills in their child. Through demon-
strations aril work with their own child.
parents observe and practice principles
of reinforcement and shaping. (Author)

ABSTRACT 11386
EC 01 1386 ED N.A.
Publ. Date May 69 8p.
Gardner. James M.
Behavior Modification Research in
Mental Retardation: Search for an
Adequate Paradigm.
Public Health S:rvice IDHEW), Arling-
ton, Virginia;
National Institute Of Mental Health
(DHEW), Bethesda, Maryland, Hospital
Improvement Pt ogram
EDRS not available
American Journal Of Mental Deficien-
cy; V73 N6 P844-51 May 1969

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
mentally handicapped; behavior change;
operant conditioning; research metho-
dology, measurement techniques; con-
trol groups; sampling; research prob-
lems; research reviews (publications)

The methodology and results of research
on the application of operant condition-
ing techniques to the modification of the
behavior of mental retardates were ex-
amined. It was concluded that, to some
extent, all tie studies have violated one
or more of the following requirements of
good experimental design: exact specifi-
cation of all relevant independent varia-
bles, proper sampling techniques, use of
adequate ..ontrols and proper assess
ment of the dependent variable. Sugges-
tions for future research were offered.
(Author)

ABSTRACT 11540
IX 01 15.10 ED 029 442
Pohl. Date 15 Dec 6b 227p.
Walder, Leopold 0. And Others
Teaching Parents and Ohera Princi.
plea of Behavioral Control for Modify.
ing the Behavior of Children. Final
Report.
Institute For Behavioral Research, Inc
Silver Spring, Maryland
Office Of Education (DH ENV), Washing
Ion, D.C.
EDRS mf,hc
OEG3230.7515-5024 P-111
BR -i -0402

Descriptors: exceptional child it-search;
behavior change; handicapped children;
parent participation; operant condition-
ing; behavior problems; family prob-
lems; parent counseling: parent role;
reinforcement; group discussion; sen:.i-

Savior 741 fx_11 ion

tivity training; individual counseling;
video tape recordings; parent child rela-
tionship; program evaluation; rewards;
home visits; case studies (education)

A program to teach behavioral analysis
principles and applications to parents
and other caretakers of distut bing child
ren (normal, retarded, neurotic, psychot-
ic, and others) was developed while
serving 50 families. A nine-family study
was then done comparing three 12-week
treatments (minimum contact 1, nono-
perant I, and operant I) in terms of
therapeutic process and outcome. A sec-
ond 12 week treatment period 3 weeks
after the first was designed, in part, to
offer operant 2 to the six families who
had not received operant in treatment
period I. Three measurement periods
occurred: one before treatment 1. one
alter treatment 1, and another after
treatment 2. Process data were collected
during all treatment periods; and out-
come data, based on objective ratings cf
videotapes of parent-child interact:,,ns
and parents' psychological test perform-
ances were collected du. ing all mersure-
meet periods. Children in all groups
improved in general behavior categories
and in spocific-to-each-family categories.
Operant groups seemed better but there
were not enough cases for statistical
significance. The psychologicell tests of
the six onerant-only parent pairs I -

proved more than did the three nonoper-
ant-then-operant parent pairs. Recom-
mendations for further research and
applications are presented. (Author1JD)

ABSTRACT 11589
EC 01 1589 ED N.A.
Publ. Date 66 256p.
Inglis, James
The Scientific Study of Abnorma*
Behavior; Experim-roal and Clinical
Besmirch.
EDRS not available
ALDINE Publishing Company, 320
West Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois
60606 (18.95).

Cescr:ptors: exceptinnd child researc;r,
emotionally disturbed; behavior; learn-
ing characteristics; cognitive processes;
behavior strange; conditioned response;
operant conditioning; discrimination
learning; sensory deprivation; ,nemory;
reinforcement; thought processes; psy.
chotherapy; clinical diagnosis; neurolo-
gy; schizophrenia

Applications of the scientific principles
of psychology to the field of abnormality
are discussed as exemplified by selected
stud;es involving the measurement and
the manipulation of disordered behav-
ior Essential differences between the
clinical and eaperimental approaches to
psychopathology and their interdepend-
ence art presented; investigation tech-
niques, procedtires, and findings are con-
sidered. The observation and dets:ription
of abnormality dell with the study of
thought mid memory disorders. Experi-
ment and the alteration of abnormality
include the effects of' neurosurge-i, set,-
sorY deprivation, reinforcement, rein-
to' cement of verbal behavior, and psy.
enotherapy, and a single ce;e. E)

ABSTRACT 11709
EC 01 1709 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Fel, 67 14p.
Schell, Robert E. And Others
Development of La,:guage Behavior
in en Autistic Child.
EDRS not available
Journal Of Speech And Hearing Disor-
ders; V32 NI P51-64 Feb 1967

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
emotionally disturbed; autism; speech
therapy; behavior change; reinforce-
ment; visual discrimination; audic3,y
discrimination; attention control; verbal
development

The treatment program for a nonverbal
autistic 4 112 year -old boy was based on
operant conditioning principles, with
candy as a primary reinforcer. Gosh
were to increase the varic'y and frequen-
cy of the subject's behavio-, to bring his
behavior under stimulus cc-Irol, and to
establish people as sources of discrimi-
native and reinforcing stimuli. The sub-
ject received 75-minute sessions three
times a week; the program included
sorting and auditory discrimination
tasks, prompi:ng and shaping of verbal
behavior through game activities and
eliciting nonverbal behavior and its ver-
bal control by ethers. After 45 sessions,
the subject displayed curiosity, giggled
apnropriately, responded to his name,
and reacted to the clinician and to other
perse.ns. (61K)

ABSTRACT 11726
EC 01 1726 ED N.A.
Publ. Gate Nov '7 7p.
Hain ikon, John W.; Stephens, Lynn Y.
Reinstating Speech in an Emotionally
Disturbed, Mentally Retarded Young
Woman.
EDRS not available
Journal Of Speech And Hearing Disor-
ders; V32 N4 P383-9 Nov 1967

Descriptors: exceptional child research,
emotionally disturbed; mentally handi-
capped; reinforcement; speech therapy;
behavior problems; educable mentally
hand icaoped; instiNtionalized (persons);
institutional personnel; operant condi.
tioning, conditioned response; rewards;
stimulus generalization; speech im-
,,rovement; behavior change

A 19-year-old mentally retarded, emo-
tionally disturbed, institutionalized
woman was treated by operant corvii
tioning procedures to try to develop
speech behavior. Her behavior then in-
cluded floor-rolling, screaming episodes.
mutensa:, and social isolation. The be-
havior problems of floor-rolling and
screaming were brought under control
prior to speechttaining by confining the
subject to a time-out area, a chair bolted
to the floor and shielded from the 'yard
following floor - rolling incidents. After
14 days the floor-rolling rarely occurred;
screaming behavior diminished rapidly.
The program used to elicit speech had
four distinct phases: response to picture
cards, imitating sentences spoken by
instructor, making audible requests in
the ward, and additional verbal social
responses in the ward. Speech behavior



was reinforced by fulfilling only those
requests which were made verbally. in
addition to rapid development of speech
behavior on the ward, the patient made
substantial gains in general social behav-
ior. The authors feel the apparent ease
of progress made in this case was due to
the systematic method of approach and
cooperation of ward personnel. (GD)

ABSTRACT 11767
EC 01 1767 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Aug 67 7p.
Allen, K. F.:een And Others
Control of Hyperactivity by Social
Reinforcement of Attending Behav-
ior.
EDRS no: available
Journal Of Educational Psychology;
V58 N4 P23I-7 Aug 1967

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
preschool children; attention span; oper-
ant conditioning; reinforcement; behav-
ior change; teacher role; social influ-
ences; hyperactivity; case stcdies (educa-
tion)

The attending behavior of a 4 112-year-
old boy was increased by systematic
social reinforcement by his preschool
teacher.. Teachers gave the subject at-
tention when he stayed with one activity
for a minute. The average duration of
activities increased from 53 seconds to 1
minute 51 seconds with teacher rein-
forcemer.:. Without teacher reinforce-
ment duration dropped to 59 seconds
per activity. Reinforcements were again
applied and duration reached 2 112

minutes per activity. When the rein-
forcement criterion was the.' raised to 2
minutes, else average duration leveled
off to 1 minute 34 seconds per activity.
Snzial behavior did ncl change. Conclu-
sions were that attending behavior can
be shaped and maintained by teachers
using social reinforcement. ILE)

ABSTRACT 11994
EC 01 1994 ED 031 026
Publ. Date Dec 67 97p.
Hewett, Frank M. And Others
The San:a Monk. Projects Demon-
stration and Evilastion of an Engl.
neared Claaaroom Design for Emo-
tionally Disturbed Children in the
Public School. Phase 1Elementary

California University, Los Angeles,
Graduate School Of Education'
Santa Monica Unified School District,
California
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T, evaluate the effectiveness of an engi-
neered classroom design, 54 education.

4

ally handicapped children were placed
in six classrooms, each with a teacher
and an aide. Each classroom was set up
with three major centers: mastery-a-
chievement, exploratory-social, and at-
tention-response-order. Children were
assigned tasks at centers in keeping with
their individual problems and were
awarded check marks every 15 minutes
for behavior and work according to
behavior modification principles.
Achievement was tested three times over
the year; daily task attention was record-
ed by two observers who clocked the
nur.ber of seconds each child's eyes
were on an assigned task during 5-min-
ute samples taken five times daily.
Children in the experimental classroom
utilizing the engineered design enjoyed a
5 to 20% task attention advantage over
childrer, in the control classrooms not
using the check mark system and all
aspects of the design. Experimental
classes which abruptly withdrew the
design at mid-year showed no decrease
in task attention, in fact they improved.
Whi:e reading and spelling gains were
not signiocantly different between ex-
perimental and control conditions, gains
in .arithmetic fundamentals were signifi-
cantly correlated with the presence of
the engineered design. (Author/RJ)
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A group of 40 female prisoners with
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality In-
ventory (ld M PI) profiles of sociopathic
but not ps' chotic tendencies and a con -
t ^..1 group of 39 student nurses without
MMPI psychotic or sociopathic profiles
were administered a verbal conditioning
task under conditions of social and
monetary r :inforcers. Sociopaths condi-
tioned better than normals for either
social or monetary reinforcement (p less
than .01); social reinforcement was more
effective than monetary rewards for
both groups but more so for the socio-
paths. Explanstions for the significant
superior4 of praise over the nickels (p
less than .01) were that it may have been
due to the fact that the praise came from
male experimenters and that the subjects
were not instructed that they could keep
the nickels. GM/
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ences; discipline; identification (psychol-
ogical); social influences; socialization

Social - learning principles are presented
which emphasize social variables and
synthesize psychological, clinical, pys-
-hiatric, and sociological and anthropol-
ogical research. Both normal and de-
viant behavior are explained by a single
set of social-learning principles. First the
existing learning theories are modified
to account for the development and
modification of social behavior. Princi-
ples discussed are the role of imitation,
and the effects on social behavior of
various types of reinforcement patterns.
Then these principles are applied to the
problem of develoi.ing and maintaining
of self ck.rtrol. Behavior modification is
described in terms of the methods of
producing charm,: as well as theoretical
issues. I NI)
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Stereotyped behavior is defined r.s a

constant repetition of responses that
hr,ve no apparent adt ptive consequences
for the organism. The research reported
here attempted to reduce this behavior
in two severe!: retarded, brain-damaged
subjects. Two experiments were con-
ducted in which reinforcement was
made contingent upon sitting still. Dis-
criminative stimuli weie provided to
inform, the subjects that no reinforce-
ment would be forthcoming while they
engaged in stereotyped behavior. The
ov, rail effect of these treatments was a
reliable reduction in the rate of activity
for each subject, (Author)
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Descrip ;ors: exceptional child asearch;
mentally handicapped; reinforcement;
custodial mentally handicapped; nega-
tive reinforcement; research reviews
(publications); behavior change; behav-
ior problems; electrical stimuli

Behavior treatment procedures involv-
ing aversive consequences have been
used with increased frequency in work
with the severely and profoundly retard-
ed. Review of these punishment studies
suggests a cautious conclusion that such
procedures may produce desirable be-
havior change. In addition, there is
some evidence that side effects of nega-
tive emotional slates and lisruption of
social relationships are not necessary
results of punishment techniques. (Au-
thor)
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A set of behavioral principles used in
the intellectual rehabilitation of a small
group of third graders with educational
and related behavioral problems was
evaLaated, Subjects selected were eight
third-grade students aged 8 to 10. who
were I year behind in reading and 1

year behind in either spelling or ,nathe-
manes. Their vision and hearin;, were
essentially normal. Subjects participated
for 8 weeks in both experimental and
control conditions by working in
matcl:ed pairs in either condition in one
or two areas. At first, reinforcement
kept in view, given homediatel:.. and
used to differentiate the experimenter
from other adults with whom the stu-
dents had had unfortunate experiences.
Correction and explanation were given.
The materials were proy named on
match-to-sample slides, and the children
responded by ushing the appropriate
button. In the 3th, 6th, or 7th neck, the
rewards were changed from mer,e.arY to
social ones. The reward sched ale and
speed of presentation were also manipu-
lated. Material was kept respecially in
the initial stages) at a level neithei- too
difficult nor too easy. In the mathemat-
ics program, students were given both a
difficult and mixed-difficulty series.
Reading and spelling training were with
2,021 words from Thorndilie Word List.
Mathematics training, because of the
unexpectedly fast learning rate, was
et aged from 2,000 to 4,000 problems.
Of three somatic measures taken
throughout training, only temperature

Schauer Nlodofication

was observed to have an ehact upon
performance, Results indicated that ex-
perimental students len!rally improved
more than did the controls. Grade
chalges were noted in all areas (best in
speLing) for the experimental subjects,
and teacher ratings were higher for
them. 1 earning did not appear to be
markedly affected by change; in type or
schedule of reinforcement. Posttests aft-
er 4 months revealed retention best in
mathematics. Appendixes contain the
pretraining mathematics sequence, a list
of words with semantic association in-
dex, and a sample of programed spelling
words. (JD)
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Sixteen inmates of the National Train-
irg School for doys who had a poor
school history were involved in an edu-
cational program which utilized a spe-
cially created environment and 11 in-
fort ment. Students participated in reg-
ular classes or worked on irdividual
programed mwarials to earn points
orhicn could be spen: it a variety of
NW. A cottage basement was converted
to provide, administrative offices, testing
rooms, a student study area, student
effices, a store, a library, and a lounge.
A score of 907l on an individual pro-
gram or on pre- or posttests earned the
student 2 point equal to one cent. Ad-
mission was charged to the lounge and
library, for recreational material, for
food, clothing, books, magazines, or
other material, for renting student off-
ices, and for entrance into courses. 'n-
creased academic achievement. amcJnt
of time spent in educational pursuits and
in leisure time activities, and individual
improvement of selected students are
shown in figures and tables. Office rent-
al. course registration, staff reports.
aojective measurement, and observ,.
tions of student attitudes and behasici
are also presented to support the coach,-
aion of program effectiveness. Program
success, an increase in educational be

hasiors, and improved attitudes led to
the establishment of a second, lengthier
project. (RP)
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Selecico papers on behavioral disorders
include the following: aggression as an
indicator for rehabilitative efforts by
Herbert Grossman; the evaluation of
differential low rate conditioning proce-
dures on destructive behavior by Chris-
tine Walken; a modification foe non-
directive therapy by Robert V. Turner;
Pirget, Ski vier and a comprehensive
preialiool program for lower class child-
ren and their mothers by Norma Raclin;
techniqces for behavior management by
Roger Kroth; problems in self-concept
research by Lee Joiner, Exliel Erikson
and Richard Towne; and nsychodynarn-
ic management procedures by Henry
Fishel. Abstracts of articles treat these
subjects: educational problems and is-
sues for the juvenile offender by Gar-
land Wollard; special education for ad-
dicted students by Herbert Rusalem;
research on characteristics of teachers
by John Mesinger; a report of desensiti-
zation and tubing therapy by Daryl!
Bauer. This unit of reports is available
in microfiche. (WW)
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A token reinforcement program was
employed in an attempt to modify be
havior in a third grade adjus'ment class
for the emolionally disturbed. There
were 17 subjects, from 80 to 107 IQ. and
9 years of age. Of the 17, the study
focused on the eight most disruptive.
Behaviors classified as deviant included
pushing, answering %knout raising one's
hand, chewing gum, eating, name call-
ing, making disruptive noise, and talk-
ing. During the token reinforcement
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period, children were told that they
would receive ratings from one to 10
reflecting the extent to which they fol
lowed instructions given. The ratings
were exchanged for a variety of backup
reinforcers, such as candy and small
przes. By the end of the school year a
4-day delay butseen token and reinfor-
cer was used, and the average percen-
tage of deviant behavior was considera-
bly lower. The ct. , ly mean of deviant
behavior during the token procedure
ranged from 3 to 32% whereas during
the base period it had ranged from 6',. ro
91%. The average of deviant behavior
for all children dropped from 76% in
the base period to i()% with ;he token
procedure.(JD)
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A 6-year old boy with negativistic and
autistic behavior was observed to t:ave
100% noncompliance with requests.
The therapist then enforced demands for
physical art ion as calmly and detaci.edly
as possible. Eventually a reinforcement
system was introduced. His negativism
and tantrums declined while rele /ant
behaviors i tcreased. At school he h td
previously earned less than 500 points a
wte' 0:i a reinforcement system; after
individual training he increased to
2.500. His parents learned reinforce-
ment techniques and reported improved
behavior. (RJ)
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To develop and test methods to meet the
needs J' behaviorally t.:isturbed children
in the regular class, two groups of
society deviant males (grades 4, S, and
() attended an experimental class for
one half day arid a regular class for me
half day. The classroom functioned on a
token system; points were given for
appropriate academic and social behav-
ior and could be traded for free time
(Group nor tangible reinforcers (Group
2). Time out was used in as of

disruptive behavior. Various response-
reinforcement contingencies were em-
ployed. The amomt of task oriented
beha,ior increased apprcstiably for all
students; when aversive controls were
removed, however, inappropriate behav-
ior abruptly increased. Indications were
that a combination of reinforcing and
aversive procedures was more efficient
in modifying deviant behavior than was
either one alone. (12J)
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Designed to aid parents in helping their
hand,capped children, the text presents
information or behavior and behavior
modification Nine major areas of paren-
tal concern are di' ided irro 28 lessons
and 158 problems foe use in self- instruc-
tion, parer.t counseling. parent educa-
tion, or teacher iniervice training. The
areas included are how behavior devel-
ops, parental needs and demands, estab
lishing behavioral objectives, hoN par-
ents can teach desirable bthavior, how
undesirable behavior is learned, getting
ready to change behavior, systems for
reinforcing desirable behavior, manag-
ing behavior problems, and the happy

Appendixes list 13 books and 12
audiovisual materials, and present four
ft rms for parent use. (LE)
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The use of operant methodology in
psychological research is examined in
this volume. Each chapter considers an
area of thought and experimentation,
describes the methods employed. sur-
veys the major findings, and points out

the implications of the data for empiri-
cal and theoretical problems. In the
introduction, the characteristics of oper-
ant methods and of data and concepts
based on operant behavior are outlined.
Subsequent chapters discuss operant be-
havior, superstition (defined as a corol-
lary of operant conditioning principles),
intermittent and sensory reinforcement.
and chaining with conditioned rein-
forcement. The following are also consi-
dered: concurrent operants, stimulus
control, animal ..ensory processes, nun-
ishment, avoidance beha' tor, discrimi-
nated avoivance, the study of drug., the
assessment and control of motivatimal
states, the experimental production of
altered physiological states, space tech-
nology, child behavior and develop-

conditioning human verbal behav-
ior, and the idea of programed environ-
ments for the experimental anab:sis of
human behavior. A reference list ap-
pears with each chapter. Illustrations,
chli is, a name index, and a topical
index are included. (JD)
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The classification of behavioral disor-
ders is discussed; extreme behavior on
one or more dimensions is suggested as
characterizing the disturbed child. Nec-
essary attributcs of a classification sys-
tem listed are objectivity, independence,
obtainability from one or more than one
kind of data, relationship to meaningful
external criteria, and a basis ii the
statistically demonstrable covariance of
the specific behavior traits which are
said to form the ditension. T'ie four
orthogonal factorit I dimensions de-
scribed as accounting for most of the
variance of the many ehavior traits are
the conduct disorder or unsocialized
aggressive or psychopath', factors, the
personality disorder or OVerinhil-itixl or
neurotic disturbed, the socirlized or sub-
cultural delinquent, and the inadequate
or immature child. Implications of the
conceptual scheme for behavioral modi-
fication and academic learning are sug-
gested from research studies and theo-
retical speculation. A 23-item bibliogra-
phy and a discussion follow the paper.
(JW)
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One hundred thirty items on behavior
modification, mostly journal articles or
books published in the 1960's, are listed.
Each is briefly summarized. (LE)
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Behavioral modification techniques
which have been practically ,end effi-
ciently applied with indivi,' ds and
groups of children are re. Re-
seacch studies which dem o ate the
use of these techniques and a.0.'r h may
have implications for the classroom
teacher are cited. The educational chal-
lenge of applying the research to regular
and special class situations is developed
with the disadvantages and dangers in-
herent in random. inconsistent applica-
tion of the principles cited. (WW)
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Teacher attention and a token reinforce-
ment system were used to bring about
control in a disruptive junior high
school special education classroom. In-

Achawior VInti,`Kal on

dividual and group study levels were
recorded during a baseline ceriod. Sub-
sequent experimental per'ods employing
teacher attention and/or a token point
system increased study levels and de-
creased disruptive behaviors of class
members. Reinforcement of appropriate
behaviors was withdrawn during short
reversals producing lowered study rates.
Reinstatement of contingencies again
resulted in increased study levels. (Au
thor)
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Ten delinquent girls who were appra.sed
by a group of scars/ educators as
having learning disabilities and/or be-
havior disturbances participated in an
intensive intervention program for 3

months. The treatment included three
phases or progressive levels; behavioral
modifications through conditioning and
reinforcement (primarily through the
use of oral and emotional gratification);
remedial education procedures; and im-
provement of self concept and social
integration through an enrich :d cultur-
al- social - personal improvement pro-
gram. Results showed improvement in
the language and reading performance
of nine subjects on a posttest of the
Gates Reading Survey (gains ranged
from 2 months to 13 months in grade
level). Full scale scores on the posttest of
the WISC were raised from one to 17
points. Improvements in personal ap-
pearance, social interaction, attitudes
toward authority. and hostile behavior
were noted and described in staff rc
ports. (RD),
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ainable m,-ntally handicapped

Designed for both parents and teachers.
the handbook presents methods for edu-
cating the moderately Lad severely re-
tarded child. Those methods include

asuring progress, rewarding and pun-
ishing, ways of using rewards and pun-
ish is, ways of giving positive reinfor
se rs and punishers, withholding reinlor-
cc rs (extinction), letting thy. child reward
himsc'f, spacing giving reinforcers,
shaping behavior in small steps, using
signal., and building control. Twenty-
th Activities are next presented. each
w ;di a task definition, pretest, and sug-
re education program. These activi-
ti, ,include sitting quietly; building puz-
7',:s: coloring; playing with toys, balls.
and wAgons; toilet training; eating cor-
rect's; ,enting on is pullover snitt, pants,

d buttoMng buttons; tying shoe
brushing teeth; washing; imitating

ro is em:rts, mouth movements. sounds,
..'it ss olds: understanding words and the
!lames of colors; naming objects, ac-
tions, and colors; and talking in sent-
ences, Appendixes include materials
needed )or the activities, suggested rein-
forcers, sample forms for pre- and post-
lest, glossary, and applications to blind
and deaf children. (LE)
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Ten Schizophreo.c and Austistie Child-
ren who exhibit( self destructive, tan-
trum, echolalic, and self stimulatory
behaviors were treated by reinforcement
therapy. Reinforcement withdraw al, in
the form of interpersonal isolation con-
tingent upon self-destruction, and electr-
ical shocks served to extinguish the
behaviors in some children. Reinforce
trent withdrawal contingent upon ech(-
Ialic behavior, and reinforcement deliv
ery. contingent upon appropriate
speech, were found to decrease ev iolalic
speech. Observations led to the LJolu-
sion that a an appropriate behavior w s
strengthened by reinforcement. self
stimulatory behavior decreased in
strength. Children learned to seek con-
tact with adults through shock avoid
ante training. Establishment of speech



in ore iously mute chii.'ren was accom-
plished through verbal imitation train-
ing; imitation war .!so used to facilitate
the accuisition of complex social end
preschool behaviors. Because of the
problem of generalization to life outside
the hospital, parents wero taught to
employ the training procedures in the
child's day-to-day environment. (LE)
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1 he article disc rsses behavior modifica-
tion in light of teacher behavior and
reinforcers as affecting student behavior.
The teacher behaviors and hopeful reac-
tions to tiie.n which are noted are an
increased rare of giving positive reinfor-
cers depending upon appropriate behav-
ior and decreasing for negative behav-
ior, measuring behavior before, during,
and after instructional programs, indi-
vidual altering of programs depending
on behavior an ordering of complex
behaviors in hierarchical complexity
and teaching the least complex behavior
first. Additional areas covered are sepa-
rating complex behaviors into compo-
nent parts and teaching each part sepa-
rately, working with behaviors that
match the environment to the child, and
measuring, adjusting, and reworking
programs. Also considered are methods
of assessing and remediating expressive
and receptive deficits. OSO
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It is assumed here that the most effective
way of reducing the :ate of deviant child
behavior is to alter the reinforcing con-
tingencies supplied by the social agents
who In:e with the child. The immediate
focus for the intervention program is
upon the social environment in which
the child lives, because it 's the parents,
sibling, peers, and teachers who provide
the reirforcers which maintain these
behaviors. Data are presented in this
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report from observations made for six
children demonstrating the effect of di-
rect intervention in the home and in the
school. The sample consisted of boys
aged 4 to 12 with multiple problems of
the kind typ tally referred for oi.:patient
treatment. Observations made during
baseline, intervention, and follow-up un-
derline tile feasibility of tr4.ining par-
ents, siblings, peers, and teachers to alter
the behavim of the idenrified deviant
child. (BP)
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The efficiency of behavior modification
technology, as a therapeutic intervention
process. has been amply demonstrated.
The establishment of special educational
settings for modification of deviant be-
havior. as reported here, pi vides op-
portunity for a controlled analysis of the
effects of groups of experimental varia-
bles, where treatment is regular class-
rooms is less amenable to the analysis of
cause and effect relationships. This pap-
er described the deed 3pment and evalu-
ation of a treatment model deli, ned for
o,.- class of deviant behavior: hyperac-
tive, disruptive, acting out behavior in
the classroom. Some 12 males, in grades
4, 5, and 6, average or above in intellec-
tual ability, were the subjects. Socially
accept; rile behavior was reinforced by
the accuraulation of individual and
group points exchangeable for free time
for high valence activities. A variety of
timing end recording devices were used
to monitor behavior and points. Observ
atior.: were made of subjects' behavior
in sped?! and regular classrooms. The
treatment model proved very effective.
Of three components, token reinfor,:f.
ment. social reinforcement, and aversive
controls, social reinforcement exe cised
the greatest control. 0311
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An experiment was designed to evaluate
the role of expressive communication in
a social reinforcement setting. Changes
in preference and changes in response
rate were compared for three ccnditions:
verbal reinforcement, experimenter pre-
sent but silent, and the :xperimenter
removed from the immediate situation.
Increases in rate of responding are great-
est in the reinforcement conditions, but
the increases occur before reinforcement
is initiated. Rate increases seem to be a
consequence of changes in the subject's
emotninal state, whic't in turn are relat-
ed to the experimenter's treatment of the
child. Preference shifts occur regardless
of reinforcement as long as the experi-
menter remains in the situation. The
experiment:Cs expressive behavior ap-
pears to cause such shifts. A sociable or
friendly manner combined with s strong
task orientation has the strongest influ-
ence on the subject's responding. A!-
thoagh expressive communication plays
an important role in changing task be-
havior, its effectiveness may depend,
however, upon subject and experimenter
sharing particular conceptions of the
teacher's and learn; .'s role in th, task.
(APA)
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This interim report presents an intro-
duction to a research study designed to
develop educational procedures for mo-
difying deviarit behavior in children. A
five-component treatment model w as de-
veloped and research designed to evalu-
ate the weights of each variable in the
treatment process. Studies were designed
to define strategies that would facilitate
the generalization and persistence of
treatment across time and setting. to
study the teacher as a variable and to
evaluate strategies to control behavior in
regular classrooms. These three studies
are summarized: Stimulus Generaliza-
tion, inter.ding to maximize generaliza-
tion and maintenance of modified be-
haviors. Efficient Social Engineering, to
increase efficiency of learning theory
applications in applied settings, and 1 he

eacher as a Behavioral Engineer. to
modify teacher behavior to strengthen
reprograming efforts in applied settings
(BP)
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The process of changing maladaptive
behavior in a nonverbal 3 year old child
is described. The procedure began with
establishing attending behavior using
food and praise incentives, proceeded to
teaching imitation, then to verbal com-
mands, and eventually to a vocal reper-
toire. The prognosis is now favorable
and social behavior is much improved.
(3M)
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To modify behavior and teach basic
skills and subject matter, 16 emotionally
disturbed deaf boys were involved in a
pilot project to enable them to return to
regular classes. The program featured a
small staff-pupil ratio, application of
behavior modification techniques, engi-
neered instruction, individualized self-
instructional curriculum materials, coor-
dinated classroom and dormitory activi-
ties, manual communication, and parent
education. Results showed that changes
in class conduct and self-control were
significant; reading skills showed good
improvement; significant gains were
made in arithmetic; interpersonal rap-
port improved among the boys and also
with adults; and par nts were enthusias-
tic about changes in their children. One
of the 16 boys is deceased, one returned

a psychiatric hospital and eight of -.he
retraining 14 became successful partici-
pants in regular classes for the deaf.
Extensive appendixes, tatles, lists of
figures pertaining to the project results,
and case studies are included.
(Author)JM)
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Recognizing that punishment for aggres-
sion often is noneffective or inadvertent-
ly reinforces the aggressive act, the
authors discuss an alternative approa.h
and provide an explanation of the ex-
change theory of aggression. Three
classroom experiments, operated with
children chosen as the most severe be-
havior problems in a lo. al school sys-
tem, are reported. Teachers were initial-
ly allowed to teach as they usually
would to provide baseline data. Observ-
ational reports showed chaotic class
rooms with the teachers rewarding ag-
gressive behavior. Token exchange sys-
tems were introduced according to the
needs of the classroom. Anecdotal re-
cords and tables of data showed substan
nal reduction of hyperactive behavior
and destructive acts with a resulting
significant increase in attention level
and class cooperation. Reversal, of the
conditions with the return to the base-
line, no token exchang, environment,
showed a return to the original aggres-
sive behavior, however, wh'..n the token
exchange system for corperation was
reinstated, a significant r'ecrease of ag-
gressive acts resulting in a more produc-
tive learning environment vac noted
Cast studies detail the effects of the
excnange system on two pupils and show
the effect of restructuring the rewards in
toS.cit exchange programs which were
not immediately effective. (WW)
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Seven boy s diagnosed as cerebral palsied

ith possible diffuse organic brain dam-
age participated in a classroom behavior
shaping technique consisting of reinforc-
ing or rewarding correct or desired
behavior and not rewarding (ignoring)
inappropriate behavior. Descriptions of
behavior patterns and specific tech-
niques are provided. Results based on
observations indicated overall improve-
ment in behavior patterns of the class.
(RD)
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Proficiency in applying behavior modifi-
cation techniques to the mentally retard-
ed wa. measured by developing a 26
item 5-point rating scale. The scale was
developed by breaking down behavior
modification skills into their component
parts and ty constructing items corre-
sponding to each of those components.
The four major components identified
were:. reinforcing, shaping, communicat-
ing, and establishing rapport. Interscor-
er, split-b-lf and test-retest reliability
were all high. Scores on the rating scale
were found to correspond to global
evaluations of training proficiency, and
correlated highly with a test of princi-
ples of behavior modification. (Author)
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A behavioral model for assessing and
teaching children who present learning
and behavioral problems is presented.
Two interlocking sections represent in-
dependent variables termed instruction-
al strategies and dependent variables or
observations of behavior. Reinforcement
techniques are discussed as are methods
of assessing behavior, reinforcement sys-
tems, and learning modalities. A com-
puter retrieval system is suggested which
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would proide an instructional strategy
based on information concerning the
student's present responses and the res-
ponses the teacher would like to elicit.
(R-H
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The conference paper stresses that child-
ren's behavior disorders can be modified
in the classroom if they are considered
as a constellation of specific behaviors
rather than as deviant personality traits
or disease entities. (To do so, however,
the children must be approached within
the framework of an empirically-based
classification system. A behavior checkl-
ist filled out by teachers and parents can
be used as a basic diagnostic tool to
identify syndromes of problem behavior
(conduct or personality disorders, or the
disorders of the subcultural delinquent
or the immature child). Classroom re.
mediation methods should be based on
the application of the principles of learn-
ing theory. The child should be taught to
substitute acceptable alternatives for his
inappropriate behaviors. To do so, it is
necessary to experiment in the class-
room with types of reinforcement,
agents of reinforcement, and mrthods or
presentation of reinforcement. Although
most methods of behavioral remediation
are designed for individual instructic n.
it is important for economic reasons to
extend them to group situations. The
goal of this re mediation must be to help
the child reenter the regular classroom
cycle. Examples of empirical attempts to
deal with specific problems in a special
class setting are included. MK)
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Classroom management and what teach-
ers can do to make it possible for
children to behave better, which permits
learning to occur, are the subjects of :his
handbook. The authors hypothesize that
the first step toward better classroom
management is a teacher's recognition
that how ch:ldren behave is 'argely
determined by the teacher's be "savior.
When teachers employ operant condi-
tioning they systematically use reward-
ing principles to strengthen children's
suitable behavior. Ignoring unsuitable
behavior will discoui age its continu-
atce. Behavior can be changed b: the
following three methods: reward appro-
priate behavior and withdraw rewards
following inappropriate behavior;
strengthen the rewards if the first meth-
od is unsuccessful; and punish inappro-
pri,te behavior while rewarding appro-
priate behavior if the other methr is fail.
The booklet explains each method and
offers supporting research and evalua-
tions of the use of differ2nt methods. It
outlines step-by-step procedures and has
appeal for parents. teachers, and anyone
invcIved in training children, (130)
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The first of a series of three papers, the
article presented in this issue outlines
the initial phases of an operant program
and the fundamental steps which must
be taken to enhance the viability of the
program. Papers II and III, which will
gppear in successive issues, will deal
respectively with the application of the
specific operant techniques and with the
means asailable for the maintenance, it
the absence of concrete reinforcement,
of the acquired behaviors. (Author)
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The engineered classroom designed by
Frank M. Hewett is described beginning
tvith the developmental sequence of edu-
cational goals. The physical environ-
ment is diagrammed for both elementa-
ry and junior high school students. The

se of reinforcei.leat is discussed
through the check rrark system, and a
list is presented of interventions to be
used by teacher:, to maintain student
roles. Also considered are materials and
topics for the daily instructional pro-
gram including stheduling of curricu-
lum activiti., (RI)
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The handbook presents techniques for
be,lavior change in delinquent, emotion-
ally lii,torbed, and non achieving ado-
lescents. Written in a straightforward
style, the text discusses physical and
developmental needs, the importance of
psychokinetics (including descriptions of
a large number of exercises and contact
suggestions), the integration of percep,
tion, motor communication, and words,
reducing abstraction in language inrn-
Mg and relearning, self awareness
through talking, techniques for control-
ling symptoms, elimination of !ea; s, and
tactics in operant conditioning. Appen-
dixes contain descriptions of the Green
Valley institute, diagnostic categories,
danger signs, materials sources, lesson
plans, reading program descriptions.
hints for volunteer workers, a test seris,
Green Valley medical procedures,
history of Humanilas. (JM)
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techniques could improve attitudes to-
ward school in mentally handicapped
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adolescents, and to attempt this tech-
nique in a one teacher classroom, 12
students (ages 13 to 18) were involved in
such a program. A s, :ern of positive
reinforcement Witt, tokens was begun
and eventually used as negative with-
drawal for inappropriate behavior. The
results of the program were significantly
fewer cases of deviant behavior under
reinforcement which led to a more con-
ducive educational atmosphere in the
classroom which in turn imnroved edu-
cational gains. The use of but a single
teacher also appeared to be workable.
(JM)
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The experimental analyst's approach to
problems in behavior modification and
control is described and terminology
explained. Operant conditioning proce-
dures arc explained and related to clini-
cal speech pathology. (JD)
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Written as a rebuttal to an article criti-
cizing behavic. modification theory, the
paper defends the behavioral approach
by discussing those points in Max
Bruck's article which are considered
erroneous. Topics dealt with are the
success of behavioral therapy, the nature
of responses, ir,:crnal responding, behav-
ior influerces, the nature of a stimulus.
the study of meaning, emotional factors,
n titivation. and self control. The at-
cern is w:th behavioral therapy as it
relates to social work. (3M)
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The second part of the series of three
papers on operant techniques. which are
the major behavior modification group
of procedures, discusses with illustrative
research the various operant techniques
for increasing the frequency of appropri-
ate behavior and those used for decreas-
ing the frequency of maladaptive or
unclesirable behaviors Specifically, the
fodo 'ng techniques are discussed: posi-
t.ve einforcement, avoidance and es-
czpe procedures, imitation, extinction,
punishment, and time-out. Various par-
ameters of reinforcement. including
schedules, amount, and timing, are also
discussed. Attention is cal!cd to the
shortcomings of certain techniques. (Au-
thor)
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1,,-,11..sing its initial year. an engineered
classroom for educationally handi-
capped (EH) children was replicated and
extended. Evaluation indicated that the
program could effectively increase em-
phasis on reading and include both
primary and secondary students. Reinte-
gration in the regular classes for EH
children could be done on both a grad-
ual and compulsory basis; the difficulty
was in accurately assessing a given
child's readiness for limited or total
reintegration The preacademic focus of
the primary classes (ages 6 to 8) was
validated in that a majority of subjects
from the 1st year who had returned to
regular classes were average or above in
their functioning after 1 or 2 years in the
program. Also EH children in the engi-
neered classrooms outdistanced children
in regular EH cl,,ssis and approached or
exceeded normal controls academically'
and behaviorally. Appendixes describe
the engineered classroom and its dissem-
ination and provide a behavior problem
checklist and instrictions for a frequen-
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cy count of deviant behavior.
(Author(JD)
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Desi,,ned to provide an introduction to
leael,ing techniques based on behavior
modificat Dn procedures, the ;nanual is a
result of a series of inservire y rograms.
Basic principles of b-havior zre applied
to practical educational problems. Pro-
cedures to build and maintain desirable
performance and reduce or elim,nate
inappropriate student behavior are de-
scribed. The topic of consequence man-
agement with groups is treated and
examples of consequence management
are provided. (MS)
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Introduced by a defense of the behavior
theory interpretation of man, the article
discusses the principles of behavior
theory. positive and negative reinforce-
ment, the applications of behavior theo-
ry. and personal and social adjustment.
Also described are the concepts of the
avoidance paradigm. extinct;o4, dis-
criminative 5timulus, the relation be-
tween discriminative stimulus and con-
ditioned reinforcement, the introduction
of new behavior, intermittent reinforce-
ment. motivation, and respondent condi-
tioning. (JM)
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To detviaine the effectiveness of behav-
ior modification techniques on the be-
havior of emotionally disturbed, deaf
boys, 16 boys (between ages 7 and 12,
IQ of 85 or slightly above) were enrolled
in a 2 year program. Techniques used
included positive reinforcement, gradual
reward deferment, checkcards, interven-
tions, dormitory checkcards, and a small
(one to :our) staff-student ratio. Seven of
the subjects reportedly made satisfactory
adjustments in'o the regular classroom
and the other, will be included in a
further program. The conclusion is that
behavior modification techniques can be
useful in the education of the emotional-
ly disturbed, deaf child. (1 M)

ABSTRACT 22655
EC 02 2655 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Jul 70 6p.
Hewett, Frank M.
Studoe. Assessment According to a
Developments) Sequence of educa-
tional Goals: Inventory.
EDRS not available
American Annals Of The Deaf; VI 15
N4 P474-80 Jul 1970

Descriptors: exceptionai child research;
behavior change; student evaluation;
evaluation techniques; task perfurrn-
ance; check lists; rating scales

The student inventory makes use of
brief descriptions of behavior which are
checked and then plotted on a graph to
indicate performance. Areas described
are attention, response, expiiaratory, so-
cial, mastery, and achievement. The
article consists solely of the checklist.
(.1M)

ABS) e'ACT 22656
EC 02 2656 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Jul 70 ilp
Craig, Helen E.
Reinforcing Appropriate Visual At-
tending Behasior in Classy% of Deaf
Children.
EDRS not available
American Annals Of The Deaf; V115
N4 P481-9I Jui lo7n

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
aurally handicapped; reinforcement; vis-
ual learning; attention control; operant
conditioning
Three experiments were undertaken in-
volving aurally handicapped children
with visual attending pre,lerns (ages 6
to :0 4) to determine ,hether or not
operant conditioning cou'd increase vis-
ual attending. From lows of attending
approximately 25% of the time at the
end of the experiments the attending
time had increased to about 80% over-
all. The experiments used bheavior
modification techniques including post.
rive reinforcement (with and without
extinction) with tokens and eventually
only social reinforcement. The experi-
ments were considered a success. (1M)

ABSTRACT 22756
EC 02 2756 ED 039 698
Publ. Date 70 218p.
Bradfield, Robert H., Ed.
Behavior ModiAeationt The Human
Effort.
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EDRS not available
Dimensions Publishing Company, Box
4221, San Raphael, California 94903.

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
behavior eh; age; reinforcement; teach
ing methods; reinforcers; behavioral sci-
ence research; learning disabilities; dis-
advantaged youth; preschool children;
language development; schizophrenia;
e.aotionally disturbed; moral values;
productive thinking

To present the ideas and research of
outstanding behaviorists which is direct-
ly related to the education of children,
the authors tried to include a diverse
group of educational situations. Two
articles give an overview of behavior
modification, while five educational ap-
plications are discussed. They concern
learning problems, language acquisition,
disadvantaged preschoolers, childhood
psychoses, and think;-.g skills. Also con-
sidered are moral issues in behavior
modification, the applied science of be-
havior therapy, and behavior modifica
Lion as a very human endeavor. (R.1)

ABSTRACT 22771
EC 02 2771 EL N.A.
Publ. Date 66 60p.
Ei.her, Jerome, Ed.; Harris, Robert E.,
Ed.
Reinforcement Theory in Psychologi-
cal TreatmentA Symposium. Re-
search Monograph Number P.
California State Department Of Mental
Hygiene, Sacramento, Bureau Of Re-
search
EDRS not available
Bureau Of Research, California State
Department Of Mental Hygiene, Sac' ,i-
mento, California.

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped; behavior change;
reinforcement; emotionally disturbed;
educational theories, medical treatment;
operant conditioning; mental illness; be-
havior patterns: practical nursing; pa-
tients (persons), self help programs; au-
tism; custodial mentally handicapped;
interpersonal competence; intellectual
development

Four speakers consider reinforcement
theory. Nathan B. Miron discusses be-
havior shaping and group nursing with
severely retarded patients, Thomas S.
Ball describes behavior shaping of W-
help skills in the severely retarded child,
Halmuth H. Schaefer reports investiga-
tions on operant conditioning proce-
dure in a mental hospital, and .I. Ri-
chard Metz reviews conditioning social
and intellectual skills in autistic child-
ren. in discussions, Ernest R. Hilgard
assesses S! inner's theory and Nathan
Adler defines the place of behavior
therapies in a generic system. ILE)

ABSTRACT 22797
EC 02 2797 ED N.A.
Pull. Date May 70 9p.
Kroth, Roger L. And Others
Teacher Application of Behavior
principles in Hone and Classroom
Environments.
EDRS not ft,eilable
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Focus On Exceptional Children; VI N3
PI-9 May 1970

Descriptors: exceptional child educa-
tion; behavior change; classroom tech-
niques; parent child relationship

Extensions and elaborations of the struc-
tured approach to behavior change are
described. Application of behavior prin-
ciples and evaluation of procedure are
discussed. Basic assumptions and expec-
tations in the application of behavior
principles are presented. Also provided
are examples of methodology and evalu-
ation in the classroom and the home.
(MS)

ABSTRACT 2280'
EC 02 2807 ED 034 369
Publ. Date Jun 69 348p.
Brill, Ricaard G. And Otters
Pilot Program ell!. Seriously Emo-
tionally Disturbed Deaf Children. Fi-
nal Report.
California School For The Deaf, River-
side
Office Of Education (DHEW), Washing-
ton, D. C., Bureau Of Research
EDRS mf,hc
0EG-4-7.062422-0208
BR-6-2422

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
aurally handicapped; behavior change;
intervention; program descriptions;
emotie natty disturbed; deaf; academic
achievement; parent education; interper-
sonal competence; programed instruc-
:ion; manual communication; reinforce-
ment

A pilot project involved 21 emotionally
disturbed deaf boss, all of whom had
had no success in regular school attend-
ance and several of whom had been
escInded. Objectives were to modify
behavior and to teach bask skills and
subject ccn;ent. enabling the boys to
return to regular classes for the deaf.
Features of the program were a small
staff-pupil ratio, applicatiot. of behavior
modification, engineered instruction, in-
dividualized self instructiona; curricu
lum materials, coordinated classroom
and dormitory activities, manual com-
municatio.r, aid parent education. Re-
sults indicated signihcant changes in
class conduct and self control and signif-
icant grins in reading and arithmetic.
Parents wi enthusiastic about changes
in the child. but made no meaningful
changes it; their own personal dimen-
sions. Of tae boys, one returned to a
psychiatric hospital and nine successful-
ly returned to regular classes for the
deaf. (Author(JD)

ABSTRACT 22883
EC 02 2883 ED 040 535
Publ. Date (69) 35p,
Allen, K. Eileen And Others
A Behavior Modification Classroom
for Read Start Children with Problero
Behavior.
Washington University, Seattle. Child
Development And Mental latior,
Center
EDRS mf,hc
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Descriptors: exceptional child research;
behavior problems; emotionally dis-
turbed; behavior change; preschool pro-
grams; case studies (education); rein
forcement; Head Start

A demonstration Head Start class en-
rolled 12 to 15 children with problem
behaviors. The class utilized behavior
modification procedures with indivi-
dualized programing and natural contin-
gencies. Favorable r..-ults were noted;
three case studies presented concern nn
aggressively disruptive child, a severely
withdrawn child, and a child whose total
behavior repertoire consisted of bizarre
and maladaptive behaviors which de-
layed the acq.,isition of basic motor,
social, and verbal skills. (Author/JD)

ABSTRACT 22884
EC 02 2884 ED 040 536
Publ. Date 68 395p.
Haring, Norris G.; Hayden, Alice H.
Instructional Improvemer:: Behavior
Modikation.
Child Study And Treatment Center,
Fort Steilacoom, Washington
Office Of Education (DHEW), Washing-
ton, D. C, Bureau Of Elementary And
Secondary Education
EDRS mf,hc

Descriptors: exceptional child educa-
tion; behavior change; teaching meth-
ods; experiment 11 programs; education-
al technology; controlled environment;
research needs; autism; behavior prob-
lems; operant conditioning; program
evaluation; reading instruction; comput-
er assisted instruction; student evalua-
tion; behavior development; administra-
tion; evaluation methods; special classes

Sixteen papers are provided' B.F. Skin-
ner discusses the arrangement of contin-
gencies for learning; Lloyd Homme de-
scriees behavioral engineering; and
Frank Hewett considers behavior modi-
fication in special education. Also treat-
ed are experimental education by Norris
Haring, program evaluation by Arthur
Lumsdaine, and administration of spe-
cial classes oy Harold Kunzelmann.
John Cawley presents a system of initial
reading instruction; Max Jerman sur-
veys computer assisted instruction; and
Thomas Robertson examines the impact
of educational technology. Further pap-
ers are on teaching children with behav-
ior disorders by Richard Whelan, devel-
oping cooperative social behavior by
Laurence Peter. providing academic and
social classroom management by Harold
Kunzelmann, end using operant rein-
forcement with autistic children by
Charles Ferster. In addition, Thomas
Lovitt sets forth a basis for systematic
replication of a contingency mangage-
ment classroom; Ricsard Kothera dis-
cusses educational environments and ad-
ministration; and Max Mueller reviews
trends in research in the education of
thr handicapped. (JD)

ABST R ACT 22985
EC 02 2985 ED N.A
Publ. (late Jul 70 6p.
Bricker, William A.
Idntifying and Modifying Rehavioral

Rehvior Modikation

Deficits.
EDRS not available
America,: Journal Of Mental Deficien-
cy; V75 NI P;6 -21 Jul 1970

Descri!)tors: exceptional child educa-
tion; mentally handicapped; behavior
change; behavior development; identifi-
cation; educational methods; program
development

The major focus in behavior modifica-
tion is noted to be on procedures of
instruction rather than on the process of
learning itself. In the area of retarded
development, this focal difference is
shown to stress analyses of defects in the
program of instruction and t ow to elim-
inate these defects rather than analyses
of the defects inherent in the child's
nervous system. Discussed are several
'hanger to be made in current behavior
modification technology if the tech-
niques derived from this approach are to
have broad and important consequences.
These recommended changes include
means for generalizing repertoires, es-
tablishing the *,ralidity, replicability, and
efficiency of training programs, and us-
ing training programs as diagnostic in-
struments. (Author)

ABSTRACT 23001
EC 02 3001 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Aug 70 tip.
Steeves, Jan M. And Others
Self-Imposed Time-Out by Autistic
Children During an Operant Training
Program.
EDRS not available
Behavior Therapy; VI N3 P371-81 Aug
1970

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
emotionally disturbed; autism; rein-
forcement; operant conditioning; self re-
ward; reinforcers; time-out (TO)

Studies are mentioned which have used
a time-or t (TO) from positive reinforce-
ment (a period of time when positive
reinforcement is not available) as pun-
ishment, arid others suggesting TO may
have positive reinforcing properties un-
der certain conditions. Described is a
study to determine if autistic children
would voluntarily impose TOs during
operant training. Two autistic boy's,
Garry and Peter, received training on a
verbal and a printing task. Correct res-
ponses were reinforced with tokens ex-
changeable for popcorn on a 511 ratio.
When permitted, Garry voluntarily im-
posed 30-second TOs but was attentive
during the rest of the session. When 1 Les
were discontinued, his inattentiveness
increased. Peter did not impose TOs,
even when the token mi.:, was raised to
6511, but his inattentiveness did increase
as the ratio increased. Results suggest
the necessity of further studies of the
conditions under which TOs serve as
punishers and as reinforcer;, given their
increasing use as punishment in behav-
ioral applications with subnormal child-
ren. (KW)

ABSTRACT 23002

F_C 2 3002 ED N.A.
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Publ. Date Aug 70 23p.
Staats, Arthur W. And Others
A Token-Reinforcement Remedial
Reading Program Administered by
Black Th-rapy-Technicians to Prob-
lem Black Children.
EDRS not available
Behavior Therapy; VI N3 P33I -353
Aug 1970

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
disadvantaged youth; remedial reading
programs; reinforcement; paraprofes-
sional school personnel; behavior
change; teaching methods; motivation
techniques

Thirty-two black ghetto children, consi-
dered problem learners, were studied in
a four-to-five month experimental reme-
dial program supervised by black s'ib-
professional therapy-technicians under
the direction of a behaviorally trained
teacher. Reading materials in a stimu-
lus- response presentation procedure
were combined with a token reinforce-
ment system cf motivation. Detailed
records were kept of each child's respon-
ses, the reinforcers received, and the
words learned and retained, and test
data was also used to evaluate results.
Results showed that the procedures and
reinforcement system used were effec-
tive in producing better attention and
work behavior in the students and in the
utilization and upgrading of unem-
ployed black adults, although longer,
more extensive programs are suggested
to reinediate long standing cases of
educational failure, and to contribute to
the solving of axial as well as learnint,
problems. (KW)

ABSTRACT 23095
EC 02 3095 ED N.A.
Publ. Date 69 312.
Lindsley, Ogden R.
Direct Measurement and Prosthesis of
Retarded Behavior,
Metropolitan State Hospital, Waltham,
Massachusetts
National Institute Of Mental Health,
Washington, D. C., Psychopharma-
cology Service Cent, ,
EDRS cot available
M H-05054
Curriculum Bulletin; V25 N303 PI-31
Jun 1969

Descriptors: exceptional child educa-
tion; mentally handicapped; behavior
change; controlled environment; thera-
peutic environment; operant condition-
ing; behavior problems; behavior theo-
ries; models; theories; behavioral sci-
ence research; educational methods

Based upon the thesis that children are
not retarded, rather their behavior in
average environments is sometimes re-
tarded, this paper suggests techniques of
designing prosthetic environments
which would maximize behavioral effi-
ciency. The use of free-operant condi-
tioning in the education of the retarded
is discussed and a five-component oper-
ant behaviorrl equation is presented.
Information is provided on the use of
free operant conditioning methods in
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the development of behavior research
laboratories to measure behavioral defi-
cits. Suggestions for designing prosthetic
environments to comperaate for behav-
ioral deficits are presmted. The appen-
dix provides an example of how educa-
tionally relevant areas are analyzed in
the precision teaching Is equation. (MS)

ABSTRACT 23123
EC 02 3123 ED N.A.
Publ. Date 70 9p.
Brow n, Lou And Others
Using Behavior Modification Princi-
ples to Teach Sight Vocabulary.
EDRS not available
Teaching Exceptional Children; V2 N3
P120-8 Spr 1970

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
mentally handicapped; behavior change;
sight vocabulary; trainable mentally
handicapped; educational methods;
group instruction; individual instruc-
tion; program evaluation; leaning proc-
esses

To determine whether or not behavior
modification techniques could be used to
teach trainable mentally handicapped
students sight words, an individual and a
group study were conducted. The proce-
dure involved the presentation of 57
words in groups of three with positive
reinforcement for correctly labeled
words until all groups in the series were
-orrectly named. It was theorized that
modeling and positive reinforcement
would assist the learning process and
that the student would be increasingly
proficient at naming as the learning set
was established. The assumptions were
proven true; the group experiment was
even more successful than the individual
because of the reinforcement of the peer
group. It is felt that expectations should
be increased for the mentally handi-
capped as studies such as this indicate
that they can accomplish ruore than
simply survival tasks. OM)

ABSTRACT 23213
EC 02 3213 ED N.A.
Publ. Date 70 11p.
Linford, Anthor.y G.; Duthie, James
Hunter
The Use of Operant Technology to
mince Sustained Exertion in Young,
Trainable Down's Syndrome Child-
ren.
Office Of Education (DREW), Washing-
ton, D.C.;
Illinois Department Of Mental Health,
Springfield;
National Institute Of Mena] Health,
Bethesda, Maryland, Public Health
Servics
EDRS not available
OEG-0-8-001025-1777(032)
Institute For Research On Exceptional
Children, University Of Illinois, Ur-
bana, Illinois 61801.
Published In The Contemporary Psy-
chology Of Sport. May 1070.

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
trainable mentally handicapped; mon-
golism; behavior change; exercbe (Phy-
siology); physical och.cation; teaching
methods

The behavior modification technique of
chaining was used to teach two young
trainable mongoloid children a three
task endurance, strength, and motor skill
circuit. Subjects were first taught to
transfer blochs in a shuttle run involving
a tot..] distance of 160 yards. Reinforce-
ment was food or candy. Second task
required subjects to climb an inclined
ladder, go through and down, then com-
plete the shuttle run. Final item in-
volved lifting and dropping a 10-pound
ball, then climbing ladder and running
shuttle. When primary reinforcement
was withdrawn, male subject showed a
decrement in performance. The text
day, social reinforcement was with-
drawn and extinction was complete. On
successive days, primary and social rein-
forcement were withdrawn from female
subject, but no performance decrease
was shown even after two more days.
Examiner was then removed from room,
and extinction occurred after two days.
Behavior was brought under stimulus
control again by reintroducing rein-
forcement. Study shows sustained high
level exertion can be brought about in
trainable children. Charts provide data
on time required for shuttle runs, time
required for circuit, and post-exercise
heart rates. (MS)

ABSTRACT 23302
EC 02 3362 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Mar 70 29p.
Salzinger, Kurt And Others
Training Parents of Brain-Injured
Children in the Else of Operant Condi-
tioning Procedures.
New York State Department Of Mental
Hygiene, New York
EDRS not available
Behavior Therapy; VI NI P4-32 'star
1970

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
neurologically handicapped; operant
conditioning; parent participation; be-
havior change; behavior problems; par-
ent education; parental background

Parents of brain-injured children were
trained in operant conditioning tech-
niques, so that they could provide func-
tional descriptions of their children's
problem behaviors and then formulate
and carry out behavior modification
programs. Background characteristics
were obtained and various tests and
observations made of the parents and
children in order to find objective corre-
lates of ti-.r parents' perform .nce and the
children's response to the programs. All
parents who carried out the modification
programs reported them effective. Oth-
er, did not comprehend or keep records,
or simply did not carry out the pro-
grams. Success was related to parents'
edu...ational level and to their perform-
ance on written tats of knowledge about
operant conditioning and verbal ability.
Implications for parent training are dis-
cussed. (KW)

ABSTRACT 23404
EC 02 3404 ED N.A.
Publ, Date 70 9p.
Irwin, John V.
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Speech Pathology and Behavior Mod.
ificatlon.
EDRS not available
Acta Symbolica; VI NI P15-23 Spr
1970

Descriptors: exceptional child services;
speech handicapped; language handi-
capped; speech pathology; speech thera-
py; behavior change; language learning;
reinforcement; stimulus devices; behav-
ior theories

The increasing interaction between
speech pathology and behavior modifi-
cation is discussed from the standpoint
of traditional speech pathology. The
types of .onstructs by which speech
pathology historically and currently has
organized its clinical thinking are de-
fined as organic, psychodynamic, mathe-
matical, and electronic. The general
acceptan ..e, dissatisfaction, and clinical
limitations of construct approaches are
discussed. The expansion of behavior
modification, behaviorists' contributions
to speech patho.ogy, and techniques of
eliciting new responses (including imita-
tion, shaping, stimulus variation, and
relevant instruction) are explained.
Problem areas concerning the accept-
ance of behavior modification by tradi-
tional speech pathologists are described.
klso explained are some problems of
language learning and remeciationi ac-
quisition of language, what to teach,
carryover, reinforcement schedules, dis-
criminatory stimuli, secondary rein-
forcement, unlearning, errorless dis-
crimination, and symptom substitution.
(OD)

ABSTRACT 2.3418
EC 02 3418 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Aug 70 5p.
Treffry, Doug And Others
Operant Conditioning of Grooming
Behavior of Severely Retarded Girls.
EDRS not available
Mental Retardation; VS N4 P29-31 Aug
1970

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
custodial mentally handicapped; operant
conditioning; conditioned response; self
care skills; educational methods; fem-
ales; hygiene; behavior modification

A program was developed so that the
regular nursing staff, during their nor-
mal, daily routine, could effectively
teach severely mentally handicapped
girls to wash and dry their hands and
faces. The task was broken into twelve
steps and each step was taught using
posh e reinforcement, Ceding, and
time punishment. At the start of the
program, none of the girls could per-
form the steps without some physical
guidance. By the ninth week, seven of
the eleven subjects could perform the
tasks without any physical guidance.
The value of publishing procedural re-
port is discussed. (Author)

ABSTRACT 23423
EC 02 3423 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Aug 70
Nawas, M. Mike; Braun, Stephen H.
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An Overview of Behavior Modifies.
tion with the Severely and Profoundly
Retardr.cl: Part III, Maintenance of
Change and Epilogue.
EDRS rot available
Mental Retardation, VS N4 P4-11 Aug
1970

Descriptors: exceptional child educa-
tion; custodial mentally handicapped;
behavior change; operant conditioning;
conditioned response; educational meth-
ods; behavior; reinforcement; mentally
handicapped; self control

In this last installment of a series of
three papers on operant techniques, the
major behavior modification group of
procedures, the authori- discuss the
methods availaNs for building up the
!..oividuars repertoire of adaptive and
complex behaviors. Also discussed are
how th.r specific behaviors acquired can
be maintained, how they take their
proper place within the context of ongo-
ing activities, and how they become
self-susta'ning and no longer in need of
the concrete reinforcement which
shaped them. Finally, future directions
in research, application, and public atti-
tudes toward the use of operant tech-
niques are discussed. (Author)
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EC 02 3548 ED 042 241
Publ. Date 69 12p.
Straughan, James H. And Others
Steps in Behavior Modification.
Washington University, Seattle, Child
Development And Mental Retardation
Center
E DRS mf,hc

Descriptors: exceptional child educa-
tion; behavior change; evaluation meth
ods; student behavior; child develop.

ment specialists; consultation programs;
inservice teacher education

James II. Straughan lists five steps for
modifying target behavior and four steps
for working with teachers using behav-
ior modification. Grant Martin and Har-
old Kunlelmann then outline an instruc-
tional program for pinpointing and re-
cording classroom behaviors. (JD)
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EC 02 3568 ED 042 301
Publ. Date May 70 28p.
Staats, Arthur W. And Others
A Token-Reinforcement Remedial
Reading Program Administered by
Instructional Technicians.
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se'rch Ar.d Development Center For
Cognitive Learning
Office Of Education (DREW), Washing-
ton, D. C.
EDRS mf,hc
OEC-5-10-154

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
reinforcement; reading achievement;
disadvantaged youth; behavior change;
paraprofessional school personnel; be-
havior change; remedial programs

Instructional technicians administered a
token reinforcement remedial reading
program to 32 black ghetto children
who were problem learners. In the 40.2
mean hours of training, the subjects
made a mean of 78,505 reading respon-
ses: learned a mean of 726.8 words,
retaining 81% short term and 59% long
term; and received a mean monetary
amount of $21.34 worth of reinforcers.
Test results indicated that the subjects
did significantly better than the controls
on a 100-word sample from the training
materials. They also excelled on a stand-
ard reading achievement test, :ncluding
the vocabulary section, and on both the

verbal and nonverbal portions of an
intelligence test. (Apthord1D)

ABSTRACT 23571
EC 02 3571 ED 042 304
Publ. Date 70 39p.
Montgomery. Jacqueline; Mc Burney,
Raymond D.
Operant CA.nditioning.Token Econo-
my.
Camarillo State Hospital, California
EDRS not available
Camarillo 'State Hospital, Camarillo.
California 93010.

Descriptors: mentally ill; mentally hand-
icapped; operant conditioning; behavior
change; positive reinforcement; program
descriptions; adults; psychotherapy; in-
stitutionalized (persons); residential pro-
grams

Described is an Operant Conditioning-
Token Economy Program, teaching pa-
tients to be responsible for their own
behavior, to make choices, and to lx:
motivated to change. The program was
instigated with mentally ill patients in a
state hospital and was later used with
institutionalized mentally handicapped
groups. After two years, only four of the
original 140 chronic regressed schizo-
phrenics had rot progressed enough to
be placed in the community. The prob-
lems of the seven operant conditioning-
token economy programs set up are
discussed and suggestions for successful
planning and implementation are made.
Considered are the main features of
preparation, staff orientation, clarifica-
tion of terms, mechanics of the basic
reinforcement program, and construc-
tion of individual behavior modification
plans. Sample forms for collecting ob-
servational data and maintaining com-
plete information on behavior modifica-
tion programs are included. (KW)
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